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Huston, we have a problem. 

The Wheel magazine is for the sharing and dissemination of STHARC 
relevant information to and between members. The problem is that 
without stories and information from members, the Editor is starting to 
bombard readers with his own stories.  

Without the vigilance of member stories it will go to the Editor’s head, 
creating a monster. Please submit your stories before he starts ranting on 
about an Electric Vehicle crusade! Take action now and submit your 
stories otherwise it is put up with his fake news. 

 

Make the front page 

The cover photo is of a BMW K1300s sports motorbike I once owned.  To 
me it has an alien look about it from the front with the turn indicators on 
the mirrors representing eyes.  The next edition of the wheel could have 
a real Heritage Automobile cover photo if you send in your story. 

Editors Notes: Darryl Bourke 

 

                    Our thanks to Homestead Press for their support:  
3 Paterson Pde, Queanbeyan NSW 2620 Tel: 026299 4500 Fax: 026299 4200 Email printing@homesteadpress.com.au 
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Dear Members 

I hope this copy of the Wheel finds you all still healthy. 

Very little has happened since last month a few things have been 
attended to behind the scenes. 

Our long time Secretary, Lawrie Nock has resigned after many years of 
service to STHARC and its members. We wish Lawrie a deserved and 
stress free retirement. 

Having said that, it is obvious we need a member to take on the role of 
Secretary. So please consider how you can help your club and step up 
into that role. If you are not sure what is involved, then please contact me. 

The Committee has not had a meeting this month. In addition , due to our 
member numbers and space restrictions we are still unable to meet for a 
General Meetings nor hold our Annual General Meeting  in the hall at this 
stage. As we all know we have a very good attendance usually but we 
cannot social distance in the current environment. It is very frustrating we 
can’t do the things we have enjoyed previously but we need to be patient 
until restrictions have been lifted by the government. 

Our Editor, Darryl, has been doing a mighty job putting together our 
newsletter, the WHEEL, each month but he is running out of material. He 
would be very happy for you to provide something for him to print. Surely 
some of you have been busy working on a project or have been 
somewhere interesting. Share you restoration or maintenance stories or 
something about your vehicle or what you have been doing with us. We 
would love to read it.  

Our Events Director, Hugh, is planning safe runs for us to enjoy in similar 
format to our previous and successful Goulburn run. So watch the website 
and Wheel for announcements. 

Well until next time, Please Stay safe 

Joe Vavra   President  

PRESIDENTS REPORT  
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COMMENTS 

Your Say 

This is your club so have your say.  A story for the WHEEL would be 
interesting to all members.  If you just want to contribute a “comment” 
than simply email editor@stharc.org.au  

 

A quiet achiever 

Having read the President’s report in the  September issue of the Wheel, 
I was surprised that the Membership Secretary has resigned.  

I would just like to say what a great job Pam has performed over the 
years. A quiet achiever, Pam should be recognised and thanked for the 
organising of many club events, secretarial duties. She often volunteered 
to help out with extra tasks and events.  

It is heartening to see the club honour Pam with life membership. 

John Thomas 
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Episode 9 One Night in Bangkok 

One Night in Bangkok…and the World’s your Oyster  

 (Murray head singer) 

Bangkok really is a cross roads for international travel. For many a 
backpacking Aussie it is a gateway both to Europe but also into Asia. For 
us it was the real stepping off point into the unknown for we would be 
making our own way across country into Cambodia, the land of the 
Khmer Rouge. And we would be really leaving the usual tourist routes. 
But for now, Bangkok. Hot, dirty, hectic and too spicy food. Some of my 
previous memories.  As Beverley noted in her diary. I was grumpy… I 
wasn’t looking forward to this city. Well… we had a ball. This time we 
explored the city from the river, we didn’t bother with the palace again, 
lunch in a tiny wall café in the flooding rain. We went to a fabulous human 
circus watching motorcycle riders at night drive their bikes around the 
sphere of death! In technicolour!.  They all survived!  Shopping for USD in 
a fancy fancy vertical mall where upstairs you could purchase your 
Ferrari, Rolls or designer clothes.  As we were happily wearing our 
technical gear from Sears Workwear in the ACT we thought we’d give all 
that a pass! So after surviving the lost taxis and the mad Tuk Tuk driver 
who thought he had a 2 wheel motorcycle, our next destination was the 
early morning bus to Cambodia.   

The hotel taxi driver despite our best Google translation efforts simply 
could not find the coach terminal for Cambodia… we missed the 
connection… damn.   

AROUND THE WORLD IN 573 DAYS by Hugh  
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Our travel for the next 8 weeks or so depended on us making every 
connection on our long trip across Cambodia, Vietnam, China and 
Russia. The restrictive nature of the many visas we required to cross 
borders meant that freelancing was not an option.  

But improvisation was …and as surface travel was a requirement for our 
global circumnavigation, that meant that the railway station was the next 
best option! With the help of a wonderful information officer at Bangkok 
Central by 9.30 am that morning we were loaded onto the Hippy Special 
bus to Siem Reap! We had lost about half an hour! Visas into Cambodia 
were organised en route with payment of appropriate charges and we 
were good to go.   

With the help of the internet we were able to contact our travel agents in 
Australia and Vietnam who were able to reorganise our Cambodian 
pickup. It was all pretty seamless. The old adage of Don’t Panic remains 
true for travellers, especially in these days of smart phone technology. 

                    Our thanks to Homestead Press for their support:  
3 Paterson Pde, Queanbeyan NSW 2620 Tel: 026299 4500 Fax: 026299 4200 Email printing@homesteadpress.com.au 
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Siem Reap, the seat of the Khmer Kingdom, is even more significantly the 
home of Angkor Wat the largest religious monument in the world… The 
reality is Angkor Wat is in fact many temples within a complex. One was 
made famous by the Hollywood film Tomb Raider and as a lasting legacy, 
that temple is being slowly restored by stone masons.  But for us Angkor 
Wat had special significance because not only is the temple complex a 
unique amalgam of Hindu and Buddist religions, it is also a sister site to 
9th Century Borobudur temple we visited, way back in Indonesia where 
we started our exploration through Asia.  It was staggering to think of the 
influence of Javanese culture crossing the seas and jungles we had 
travelled through, over such a vast distance, over 1,000 years ago. 
Clearly travel isn’t a new thing. Cambodia is a country of contrasts. Our 
guides were highly educated and as we both are fascinated by history the 
experience was very rewarding. Visiting the women’s silk factory, a rural 
employment enterprise supported by the French as part of a UN initiative, 
I would also highly recommend especially as an example of a best 
practice ethical business.  But Cambodia is Cambodia and the influence 
of the Khmer Rouge is just below the surface. As we later entered Phnom 
Penh the capital, the election rallies were clogging the streets with their 
bright flags, banners and many thousands of supporters.  A very foolish 
Australian thought it would appropriate to fly his drone above the 
opposition rally supporters! He spent the next year in jail before he was 
finally banished!  We wondered if we would get home before he did.  
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Recently I was sent a video, photo from the video attached below, and 
asked “do you think this is correct?”  

While I cannot confirm this particular case, Lithium-ion batteries may suffer 
thermal runaway and cell rupture if overheated or overcharged, and in 
extreme cases this can lead to combustion. 

To reduce these risks, lithium-ion battery packs contain fail-safe circuitry 
that shuts down the battery when its voltage is outside the safe range. 
Sealed cells will sometimes explode violently if safety vents are 
overwhelmed or nonfunctional. The Samsung Galaxy Note 7 is a well 
known battery problem that needed a widespread recall. Other notebook 
manufacturers that were recalled because of fire and exploding batteries 
include Apple, HP, Toshiba, Lenovo, and Dell 

ELECTRIC VEHICLE FIRES by Darryl Bourke 

The United States, Department of Transportation's National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) conducted a study to establish 
whether lithium-ion batteries in electric vehicles pose an exceptional fire 
hazard.  

The report concluded that: the propensity and severity of fires and 
explosions from the accidental ignition of flammable electrolytic solvents 
used in Li-ion battery systems are anticipated to be somewhat 
comparable to or perhaps slightly less than those for gasoline or diesel 
vehicular fuels. The overall consequences for Li-ion batteries are 
expected to be less because of the much smaller amounts of flammable 
solvent released and burning in a catastrophic failure situation. 
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Along my story you will see threads of my interest in cars popping in 
various stories. 

Born in Austria after WWII, my parents brought me to Australia when I 
was a mere 18 months old. 

My parents worked hard and it was tough integrating into Australia and its 
culture. But as many displaced persons who came here, they did their 
best to become good Aussies. My first car as a child was a pedal car that 
looked a bit like a 48/215 Holden. All my friends were jealous. 

Education  

I was educated by the dedicated teachers at the Patrician Brothers in 
Blacktown. The Brothers were very strict and I think they were 
successful, together with my parents, in making a good student out of me 
and instilled good basic life values in me. That is when I met my lifelong 
friend Rudy - he was a Dago and I was a Wog. I say that with no 
disrespect but that is what kids at school called us. When they called me 
a Dago I would say “ I am not, I am a Wog, so get it right” they stopped 
picking on me. 

I loved watching and helping dad work in his Vanguard. I think that is 
when I picked up the car bug. 

PROFILE JOE VAVRA - PRESIDENT STHARC 
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Aviation & Music 

Besides cars, other of my interests are aviation and music. At age nine, I 

joined the Australian Air League (AAL). It was great to learn about 

aviation. Our squadron in Blacktown had two aircraft outside their hall. A 

Fairy Firefly and a CAC Boomerang. Members were permitted to climb 

into the cockpit and dream of flying. In addition to the aircraft they had a 

Link Trainer flight simulator, I later restored one for Leeton / Narrandera 

Squadron. Our Squadron also had a Drum and Bugle Band. I was 

attracted to it and became a drummer. Looking back, I must have 

annoyed the heck out of my family, tapping my sticks every chance I had. 

My young brother Steve used to hide my drum sticks.  

Blacktown also had a Girls Squadron of the AAL that is when I met 

Maureen. By then I had my first registered car, a Triumph Herald. I 

wonder if Maureen was attracted to me or the Triumph. Anyway, it worked 

good in the end. We courted and eventually married and had two lovely 

sons Chris and Michael. 

One of AAL member’s dad was a Sergeant with the 1/15 Royal NSW 

Lancer Band. They needed drummers so I was recruited. The Army 

training was very good they taught leadership and military skills. I studied 

at the Army School of Music at Balcombe Victoria. I eventually reached 

the dizzy heights of Staff Sergeant and became the Bandmaster. After 13 

years service I left the Lancers when I was recruited by the NSW 

Ambulance Service Band as Drum Major and percussionist. That was a 

magnificent band.    

Enough about the music. 

                    Our thanks to Homestead Press for their support:  
3 Paterson Pde, Queanbeyan NSW 2620 Tel: 026299 4500 Fax: 026299 4200 Email printing@homesteadpress.com.au 
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My occupation. 

When I left school I wasn’t quite sure what I wanted to do with myself. My 
parents could not afford for me to attend University so I decided I had 
better find a job! I found employment in spare parts department of Ralph 
McKay farming implements and potato harvesters. I did well there and 
was involved developing a seed planting machine that would plant tiny 
seeds from as fine as carrot seeds for farmers to large seeds for Radiata 
Pines for the Forestry Commission in Canberra. I planted two Radiata 
Pine seeds in front of mum and dad’s home - they grew into monstrous 
tall trees. Ooppps! 

I then worked in spare parts at Nuford Sales Lakemba, a Ford Dealer. By 
that time I already  owned our 1968 Ford Cortina 440. I loved that car. It 
was whilst working there I hounded a mechanic to sell me his 1953 Austin 
A40 Countryman (that we still own today and restored it in 1980). I bought 
it for Maureen as a 1st Wedding Anniversary present, to drive to work 
because I didn’t like her catching the train at night. We then joined the 
Austin A40 Car Club of Australia in Victoria. We were founder members 
of the NSW branch and later were bestowed Life Membership. I served in 
various roles including President. Somewhere in that time we acquired a 
1948 Austin A40 Tourer. We now own that tourer again but now it needs 
a bit of TLC. 

Back to the Occupation- sorry! 

A lifelong school mate rang me and asked what I was doing with myself. 
He said I was wasting my time in Spare Parts and convinced me to leave 
and join him to work for Electric Power Transmission (EPT) an 
engineering construction and manufacturing company. The job was in 
computers, something I knew  absolutely nothing about. My mate Rudy 
arranged on site training for me. In those days there were no courses at 
university or TAFE for computer programming, only for electronics. I 
studied programming from books. I became quite good at programming. I 
designed and developed programs to convert engineering drawing 
information into instructions for machines in the factory to make 
components to build Power Stations and Transmission Line towers. I was 
even involved in the then Telecom Tower project for Canberra. My 
computing career became solid. I worked in computing for some very 
large companies including the giant Comalco and later the consulting firm 
of Price Waterhouse. 
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 Maureen, who was a country girl born in Dubbo, missed country life so we 
moved to Leeton in the Riverina. I was offered a position as Computer 
Application Development Manager at the Ricegrowers Co-op. I loved that 
job and again working for farmers. Rural life agreed with us. Whilst there I 
started up Leeton / Narrandera Squadron of the AAL. Naturally I started a 
successful Squadron band.  

Disaster - Everything got turned on it’s head when a consulting firm 
convinced Ricegrowers management they could save money by getting 
rid of middle managers. Yep, I and others were made redundant. It was 
the lowest time in my working career and possibly my whole life. Many 
towns people we got to know tried to help us so we would stay but after 6 
months struggling we had to sell up and sadly moved to Canberra.  
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I joined the City if Queanbeyan Pipes and Drums. I became a computing 
contractor for the Federal Dept of Health and later after change of 
government I was offered a full time position as a Public Servant. I must 
admit I found the Public Service frustrating with so much red tape. I was 
used to analysing problems and dealing with them promptly. Nothing 
was done promptly in Government. Oh well! 

Local car clubs 

Needing to join a car club we joined Canberra Antique and Classic Motor 
Club and I served reluctantly on their committee and eventually became 
president. This was where we met Ron & Anne Scattergood, Hugh 
Spencer & Beverly Lang and the Corbett clan. Somewhere during that 
time STHARC became a club. After some years Maureen and I decided 
to join STHARC, we knew some of their members and realised it was a 
friendly family club. When STHARC needed members on the committee 
I volunteered and now I am your president. How did that happen??? I 
have done my best for the club and it’s members, I hope?  

We now own probably too many cars but until they find a cure for the 
illness I and others with the car illness will have to live with it . 

None of the above could have been achieved without the support of 
Maureen, our two boys and our loyal friends - thank you. 

 

Joe Vavra  

21 September 2020 

                    Our thanks to Homestead Press for their support:  
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Mystery runs 

Well as we all know COVID restrictions are still with us so planning 
events remains a problem.  

The September Mystery run 1 the long drive did not go ahead as there 
was not sufficient interest. Perhaps another time. 

Mystery run 2 out to a Bungendore cafe went ahead as planned and was 
very well attended. With COVID it's not possible for groups to sit at the 
one table. Nevertheless members enjoyed catching up. It was good to 
see Jantje up and about again.  

October 22 Coffee and Cake  

For October a similar 10:00 am morning coffee and cake catch up is 
being planned for Thursday the 22nd of October. This event will be held 
in the ACT. As noted please contact the events director for details as 
numbers must comply with COVID restrictions in place at that time.  

Other happenings during COVID. With spring on the march we like I am 
sure many of you have been out in the garden. Car restoration has been 
in stasis as your Events Director has removed trees for replanting 
bushfire suitable plantings. The wind gods of Burra on Monday however 
thought this was a good idea and removed a quota of around 10 large 
Cyprus trees from every local property! The dulcet call of the common 
chain saw is now frequently heard by all. 

Next month I hope to finally reunite the Atlantic with its long lost engine 
and collect the chrome from Albury! 

Do pass on your stories to the editor it's always interesting to hear what is 
happening. 

And stay safe. It ain't over till it's over  

 

EVENT DIRECTORS REPORT by Hugh Spencer  
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The idea family vehicle. 

My Historical vehicle (>30years old) is a Dual Cab tip truck and this is the 
story of how I come to have it. 

Back in the early nineties I needed a utility vehicle to use on my fifty acres 
near Woodlawn mine where I was living. Up to this time I drove a 1976 
HiAce Van which I would tow a tandem trailer with. It was becoming 
unreliable from excessive wear and tear even after several motor 
rebuilds. These rebuilds included me lining up the pistons from two 
motors and picking the best four. The time had come to replace it. After 
considering a vast range of vehicle types I stumbled across the idea of a 
small truck but the limited seating was an issue as I needed to be able to 
fit the whole family in. Then I saw the dual cab tip trucks that parks and 
gardens where using and concluded that a dual cab tip truck was the idea 
family vehicle. 

The purchase 

While family holidaying in Sydney with the in-laws a Mazda T3500 dual 
cab tip truck was listed for auction. While we were very well looked after 
and entertained by the in-laws, a week of the whole family, kids and dog, 
was the limit. However we needed to stay another day for the action so 
the condition was that we went out after breakfast and did not return till 
nightfall to give them some peace. This was fine and we had a pleasant 
day on the northern beaches of Sydney. 

Before the action I did my research regarding driver licence requirements 
and all was good, I believed, as my car licence was good for up to 4.5 
Ton and the dual cab tip truck was only 2.9 ton.  

Next day was the action. There we were, the whole family including the 
dog waiting in the rain for the dual cab tip truck to be actioned. It was the 
second last item of the long day. Nervously I made my bids and with little 
competition was successful. 

Now what, I had just purchased an unregistered vehicle mid afternoon 
with my family who needed to get home. I wished them a safe journey as 
I sent them on their way while I dealt with my purchase. 

I call NRMA for an insurance cover note but without a number plate to 
reference the vehicle, no cover note was going to be issued.  

DUAL CAB TIPPER by Darryl 
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Another Night 

Frustrated but without an option I drove to the nearest service station that 
did vehicle registration checks only to discover you need to find one 
qualified to check a truck. Finally located one but failed as the diesel cap 
was missing. He had no generic cap so it was off to the Mazda dealer in 
Parramatta. The cap was quiet pricey I thought given it was not even a 
lockable cap but just a simple screw on cap. 

Buy this time businesses were closing and there was no way I was getting 
the dual cab tip truck registered, I would have to stay another night. My 
mother in-law took my request well saying I was her favourite son-in-law. 
The fact I am her only son-in-law was not lost on me! The next day I was 
able to complete the registration processes and head off towards a 
Canberra. 

Legalities 

With the new “family vehicle” at home I revisited the legalities of my 
purchase. 

I was able to arrange third party property insurance however on checking 
vehicle weights I realised my licence was for vehicles up to 4.5ton GVM. 
Investigating what GVM stood for I realised the dual cab tip truck was 2.9t 
TARE (unloaded) and 5.6ton loaded (Gross Vehicle Mass GVM), so I was 
unlicensed to drive it. 

In summary I was driving around Sydney, unlicensed, in an unregistered 
vehicle, and uninsured.   I could have been arrested! 
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Episode 10 Vietnam Apocalypse Now 

From Phnom Penh we left the bus and a short walk took us to our private 
speed boat as we headed down the mighty Mekong river, one of the vast 
arteries of Asia. Our destination was Vietnam which we would enter 
unusually by river boat. The old customs buildings were almost certainly 
a relic of French IndoChina.  I wondered what sort of welcome we would 
get in Vietnam, we were the only travellers.   

After a week exploring the incredible Mekong delta and the self-sufficient 
communities that live just above the water levels, we headed to Saigon. 
For although the city has an official name of Ho Chi Minh City, its identity 
and history is still very much Saigon. Here amongst other things we put 
on our trainer wheels and started to learn how to cope with the legendary 
frenetic traffic that is Vietnam. You learn the art of hip hand waving as 
you head out across seething traffic that quite literally swirls around you. 
We latched onto to laughing locals for help to start with. Bloody tourists… 
because our next step was for real.  

From Da Lat in the highlands we would be riding motor bikes all the way 
eventually across Vietnam to the coast at Qui Nhon nearly a 1,000 
kilometres away by the time our guides had taken us across mountains, 
paddy fields and through hidden valleys.  Our gear was posted on ahead. 
With Beverley riding pillion on our 150cc motorcycle, our gear was limited 
to one very small primary school backpack each! It was hot. Each night 
our riding clothes would be shower washed.  

The next day we would keep wearing them! Water was more important. It 
became desperately summer hot at times, over 40 degrees Celsius and 
90% humidity! Even our guides found this hard to take. We weren’t the 
usual tourists doing or traveling where and when it is sensible. But it was 
an incredible, very enjoyable adventure.  

AROUND THE WORLD IN 573 DAYS by Hugh  
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Hammocks and brewed coffee under palm tree cafes. Fried chicken and 
brilliant provincial cooking. Magnificent gardens and waterfalls.  We 
ceased to notice we were wet, or hot or dirty, we just merged into the 
panoply of Vietnam. Buffalo wandering around, huge rotary hoes towing 
trailers with the workers and families as they chugged down the main 
highway.  

Ancient cannibalised trucks with single cylinder air-cooled stationary 
engines shoved in front of the driver that would lumber and chug down 
the road. We in comparison with our 150cc and only 2 people motorcycle 
were positive speed demons! Indeed our guides got booked for speeding 
at one stage! My 1200 cc BMW motorcycle at home has no place in 
Vietnam! 

Hoi An on the sea, was time out for a planned break and by this time I 
really needed it. Now riding a scooter to get around we were pros. 
Amongst other things Hoi An is famous for its old city, tailors and silks. 
The sea was like pea soup to swim in. I just hoped that the fish didn’t like 
foreign bodies.  

                    Our thanks to Homestead Press for their support:  
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Hai Van Pass and memories of Top Gear Vietnam, yes it was pretty, but 
we had other passes to explore. From Hanoi now on proper dirt bikes 
with our guide we headed north to the mountains on the border with 
China and the fabled karst country. These vast vertical pillars of 
limestone in almost jungle country were truly spectacular. As we had 
travelled so far north and into the high mountains it was much cooler in 
the deep forests.  

Mud and warm rain became standard. We were just wet. The bike was 
now scrambling up narrow rocky mountain paths with water buffalo on the 
edges, waterfalls and mud. Lots of mud. But we had a nice bed 
somewhere at the end of each day so all was good.  People are really 
friendly and we stop and chat. Sometimes English, bits of French or 
Google Translate. We had preloaded languages onto our smart phones. 
Not quite like a babel fish (Hitch Hikers Guide to the Galaxy) but our 
ability to communicate was pretty good. And Lego always works well with 
young children I find!  
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After heading west we finish in Sa Pa which is kind of Vietnam ’s 
mountain holiday resort for tourists both local and international. It’s a 
huge culture shock. Shops and clean people wearing fancy clothes and 
tourists. Yuk!!! Never the less we enjoy Sa Pa but we don’t go on its 
many tourist walks in the mountains. We have seen our own.  

We load the motorcyles onto the overnight sleeper train to Hanoi to head 
back to our hotel there. It is literally like trying to sleep in a stage coach! I 
wonder if I will be able to stay in the top bunk! This is our third and last 
stay in Hanoi. We have got to know the hotel staff quite well and end up 
putting on English classes for the team. I use their menus as a focus to 
help them with their work. Teaching Vietnamese tongues words like 
liquorice has everyone laughing. 

Vietnam has been a truly wonderful part of our global journey. Indeed it 
was so successful that it became the catalyst for another significant 
adventure. 
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Classic advertisement sent in by David Buckley. 
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    Seiffert Automotive 

All types of mechanical work done to most 
makes and models of vehicles. 

Authorised Inspection Station NSW & ACT. 

                Albert & Andrew Neuss 
8 Endurance Ave Queanbeyan 

02 6297 6225 
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